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A unique cultural experience: that’s what 
Chinese students of the Greenlee School of 
Journalism and Mass Communication prom-
ise for their own take on Chinese New Year 
from 3:30-5:30 p.m. today in 172 Hamilton 
Hall.
In honor of the “Year of the Horse,” 
Greenlee students invite students and faculty 
members to join them in their celebration of 
an old Chinese tradition.
“We celebrate our holidays based on the 
lunar calendar, which is based on when farm-
ers cultivate, grow and harvest,” said Gang Han, 
assistant professor at the Greenlee school.
According to the lunar calendar, the 
Chinese New Year starts on Jan. 31. Each year 
is represented by a particular animal from the 
Chinese Zodiac.
“This year it’s going to be the Year of the 
Horse, which signifies power, victory and en-
ergy,” Han said.
The Chinese Student and Scholars 
Association already celebrated Chinese New 
Year last Sunday. However, the celebration at 
Greenlee has its own tradition.
“More than half of the students here in 
Greenlee are Chinese,” Han said. “This is an 
opportunity to get a taste of Chinese culture 
while being among colleagues and friends. It’s 
East meets West.”
Shan Luo, second-year graduate student 
in journalism and mass communication said 
that they prepared a variety of food, perfor-
mances and games for everyone who decides 
to attend.
“We will have Chinese poetry recitals, 
dancing performances and games revolving 
around the horse and what it signifies,” Luo 
said.
She said she is going to make a Tangyuan, 
a traditional Chinese snack made of sticky rice 
for the Chinese New Year celebration.
A change to the last three celebrations of 
the past will be the presentation of three vid-
eos during the event.
“One of them is a compilation of students 
and faculty members saying Happy New Year 
in Chinese or their native language,” Luo said. 
“Another video introduces the horse and the 
background of the tradition, while the third is 
a review of the last three years.”
Iowa State’s requests 
to proceed with planning 
multiple projects were 
approved by the Board of 
Regents.
These projects in-
clude the Biosciences proj-
ect, Jack Trice Stadium, 
Buchanan Residence Hall, 
Friley dining center and 
the Iowa State Center Flat 
Space.
The projects were ap-
proved to proceed with 
planning, but the universi-
ty will come back again to 
the board for an additional 
approval.
Budget details and de-
signing will proceed on the 
Biosciences project, which 
was declined by the gover-
nor last year. The project 
must make it through the 
Iowa legislative session. 
Warren Madden, senior 
vice president of Business 
and Finance, said that this 
might be in late February 
or early March. The bud-
get then must receive the 
governor’s signature to of-
ficially be approved.
Madden presented 
the projects to the board. 
He said a hearing on the 
Biosciences facility is 
scheduled for next week.
Gov. Branstad is rec-
ommending $2 million of 
the fiscal 2015 budget for 
the project. Madden said 
the university is adjusting 
their budget through pri-
vate fundraising and other 
resources.
“Since the governor 
is recommending [a bud-
get] and if the House and 
Senate agree on the appro-
priations … we would ex-
pect he would sign again,” 
Madden said of the proj-
ect’s approval process.
The Biosciences proj-
ect includes a new re-
search facility, a 42,000 
square foot addition to 
Bessey Hall and the de-
molishing of a few outdat-
ed buildings.
Madden said there are 
about 450 faculty mem-
bers and more than 6,000 
students involved with the 
biosciences program.
The Jack Trice 
Stadium project is a more 
fast-tracked project, 
Madden said. The athletic 
department hopes to have 
the south end zone area 
ready by the 2015 season. 
Madden said the addi-
tion would bring the total 
number of seats to about 
60,000.
The $60 million proj-
ect has already received 
a $25 million lead dona-
tion from Roy and Bobby 
Reiman.
The request to pro-
ceed with the planning of 
the Friley dining facility 
has also been approved. 
The university will further 
look into budgets and de-
sign for the project.
Madden said the lo-
cation is ideal because of 
the additional south-side 
campus housing and in-
creased demand for food 
over the noon hour.
Students who live on 
campus are required to 
have a meal plan. There 
are about 4,000 additional 
voluntary meal plans this 
year, putting an additional 
demand on food services.
“Many offcampus stu-
dents are purchasing meal 
plans,” Madden said. “We 
believe that will become 
another popular demand 
location to accommodate 
students.”
In response to an in-
creased number of stu-
dents interested in uni-
versity housing, Iowa State 
has requested permission 
for another residence hall 
to be built adjacent to 
Buchanan Hall.
“The demand for 
housing is continuing 
Thirty ISU Lesbian, Gay, 
Bisexual, Transgendered, Queer 
and Ally students will be going to 
Kansas City, Mo. this weekend for 
a conference that “can be a life-
altering event.”
The Midwest Bisexual 
Lesbian Gay Transgender Ally 
College Conference brings in 2000 
people every year.
“The experience is tremen-
dous. For some students, they 
have never been in a room with 
more than 20-40 max LGBTQA 
folks,” Brad Freihoefer, LGBT 
Student Services Coordinator, 
said.
MBLGTACC runs from Friday, 
Feb. 7 through Sunday, Feb. 9 
at the Kansas City Convention 
Center.
 Walking into the Midwest 
Bisexual Lesbian Gay Transgender 
Ally College Conference can be a 
life-altering event, said Freihoefer.
This conference provides an 
opportunity for students to be in 
the same space as thousands of 
people that share the same iden-
tity, said Sarah Miller, Education 
and Outreach Officer of LGBT Ally 
Alliance.
 “It’s really cool because ev-
erybody there is either in the 
community or is supportive of 
the community. There’s no fear. 
Everybody’s on the same level,” 
said Miller, .
Freihoefer said students 
come back with lots of energy and 
ideas on how to make their cam-
pus more welcoming, inclusive, 
proud and safe.
“I think it’s really helpful to 
get those students together to 
talk about what’s going well, how 
they are benefiting and how are 
they able to create change on their 
campuses”, said Freihoefer.
It teaches people how to 
come back with a better sense of 
themselves Freihoefer said.
Anyone can take part in this 
event.
“Even people who don’t 
identify within the community 
are welcome to come and learn 
more,”Miller said.  “It’s a huge eye-
opener. The atmosphere is open 
and very welcoming. There’s not 
any judgment.”
Entertainment, speakers, and 
90 educational workshops will be 
Before college, students interested in 
both art and science thought they needed to 
choose either one or the other for a career.
Iowa State offers students the best of 
both worlds with a biological pre-medical 
illustration major that has been around 
for 30 years. Iowa State is one of roughly 
10 universities in the nation that offers this 
program.
Sixty students at Iowa State are part of 
the BPMI program, and they can move on 
to jobs like freelance or certified medical 
illustrators.
“The level of students graduating [over 
the last 30 years] has advanced tremendous-
ly,” said John Dorn, a lecturer of integrated 
studio arts. “We are placing, arguably, over 
50 percent of our students in grad schools 
for medical illustration.”
Students begin in the pre-BPMI major 
to ensure it is the program that fits them. 
They can then create a portfolio for en-
trance into the BPMI major.
BPMI is a major that incorporates stu-
dents’ artistic skills with their interests in 
medicine. This unique major can range 
from traditional diagrams in textbooks to 
digital animations of physiological process-
es occurring in the human body.
Students don’t just illustrate human 
physiological processes, though. They can 
also focus on animals and insects.
Digital animations help people better 
understand bodily functions.
Amanda Miller, sophomore, was origi-
nally applying to only art schools. Her inter-
est was first sparked once she discovered 
the possibility of a scientific illustration mi-
nor at Savannah College of Art and Design. 
Then she found Iowa State’s BPMI program.
“I want to work on the digital side, make 
animations and just be able to help patients 
and students better understand complex 
ideas,” Miller said.
One of the projects she is currently 
working on for her BPMI 326 class involves 
the process of eliminating a wart. Her ani-
mations display what the wart looks like be-
fore and after treatment.
Miller plans to apply to all four gradu-
ate schools in North America.
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Greenlee celebrates Chinese New Year
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Victoria Kulhanek, senior in biological and pre-medical illustration, works on her assignment of 
making a pen ink illustration using an illustration program and a Wacom tablet to draw onscreen. 
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In preparation for the Chinese New Year celebration taking place Friday at the Greenlee school, a 
dancer practices her presentation of a traditional dance that will be performed. 
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“If you thought the 
digital revolution was fast, 
the life code revolution is 
faster,” said Juan Enriquez. 
Enriquez is a leading au-
thority on the impact of 
life science research in 
business, technology and 
society.
He came to Iowa State 
to speak about the uses of 
the genome code in a range 
of disciplines. Enriquez 
talked about the use of bi-
nary code in technological 
advances, comparing it 
to the ‘life code’ found in 
DNA and how widespread 
the impact of biogenetics 
will be.
Enriquez was intro-
duced by President Steven 
Leath and Craig Venter, 
who described Enriquez as 
a “unique individual that 
lives in the future.”
This technology has 
the potential to reach into 
fuel, cosmetic, medical, 
food and automobile pro-
duction businesses with 
use of ‘biological factories’ 
in the form of program-
mable cells that can be 
manipulated in countless 
ways, Enriquez said.
“How we make things 
and where we make things 
is going to change on an 
absolutely fundamental 
basis,” Enriquez said.  He 
said these cells can be pro-
grammed to produce any-
thing from fuel to human 
organs.
Leath is optimistic 
about this type of technol-
ogy being researched by 
ISU faculty and said that 
this type of lecture gives 
the university an oppor-
tunity to talk about where 
they want to focus faculty 
positions and research 
efforts.
“It also shows us where 
some of the very edge of 
science has implications in 
agriculture and research,” 
Leath said. “And we could 
be that interface between 
what is happening in ge-
nomics and other fields, 
and how to apply that to 
agriculture.”
Enriquez said he 
thinks the U.S. will stay 
ahead in these new tech-
nologies and sees many 
smart students in these 
fields.
The International Student and 
Scholar Office has offered a skiing and 
snowboarding trip for international 
students to attend.
On Saturday, 36 participants will 
have the opportunity to go skiing or 
snowboarding on the loops of Seven 
Oaks.
For some of them it might be the 
first opportunity to experience out-
door winter sports.
“People have been here long 
enough to have seen snow but there 
are definitely people coming for 
whom it is their first winter,” said 
Katherine Lundberg, graduate student 
in education and graduate assistant in 
the International Student and Scholar 
Office.
Participants can choose to either 
try skiing or snowboarding. The event 
is organized by the outdoor recreation 
program whose staff members will be 
providing assistance in learning to ski 
and snowboard, so the skill level of the 
students does not really matter, said 
Lundberg.
“We will provide four staff mem-
bers to go on the trip, who will help 
teach them skiing and snowboarding, 
and Seven Oaks will provide lessons, 
too,” said Jerry Rupert So there is going 
to be a lot of staff that will be available, 
half a dozen or more instructors,” said 
Jerry Rupert, assistant director of the 
outdoor recreation program.
Rupert said that he and his team 
have worked with international stu-
dents before, so language barriers will 
likely not prove to be a problem.
“We have a really good participa-
tion rate from international students 
in general. So we work with that on a 
regular basis. It is not something new 
to our staff,” Rupert said.
The staff approach to teaching 
will be to demonstrate, explain and let 
people try out it out themselves.
“One of those three ways will al-
low them to learn. And even people 
that speak our language, they some-
times don’t learn how to do it by telling 
them either,” Rupert said.
The trip will allow participants to 
practice these sports for about three 
hours.
“With being out in the cold, sub-
ject to elements, especially as a begin-
ner, that ends up being about as much 
time as you want to be out,” Lundberg 
said.
The outdoor recreation pro-
gram has been working with the 
International Students and Scholars 
Office consistently through out the 
years.
“In the fall we did a trip to Ledges 
State Park which was more of a hiking 
and barbecue trip with outdoor rec,” 
Lundberg said. “It seemed a good idea 
to continue that relationship and to 
continue to provide these kind of trips 
to students.”
Lundburg said the trip is specifi-
cally aimed at international students 
and scholars but anyone is welcome 
to joining.
“We welcome anyone on our 
trips, because one of our missions is to 
provide cross-cultural engagement,” 
Lundburg said. “If American students 
want to come, that would accomplish 
that.”
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The information in the log comes from the ISU and City of Ames police departments’ records. 
All those accused of violating the law are innocent until proven guilty in a court of law.
Police Blotter 
Jan. 29
An officer reported graffiti spray 
painted on a door at Friley Hall 
(reported at 12:02 a.m.).
James Kell, 41, 126 Hickory Ave, 
was arrested on a warrant held 
by the Story County Sheriff’s 
Office at Lincoln Way and 
Wilmoth Avenue (reported at 
2:17 a.m.).
An individual reported the theft 
of a backpack from a CyRide bus 
at Central Campus (reported at 
12:12 p.m.).
Jacob Fritz, 18, 2370 Larch 
Hall, was arrested and charged 
with possession of a controlled 
substance with intent to 
deliver and possession of drug 
paraphernalia at Larch Hall 
(reported at 5:41 p.m.).
Andrew Kretschmer, 18, 4201 
Willow Hall, was arrested on 
a warrant, charging him with 
underage possession of alcohol 
at the Armory (reported at 10:59 
p.m.).
Feb. 1
An officer assisted a woman who 
fell at Hawthorn Market and Cafe 
(reported at 1:52 a.m.).
Andrew Watkins, 19, and 
Colby Broderick, 19, both of 
4366 Larch Hall, were arrested 
and charged with possession 
of a controlled substance 
and possession of drug 
paraphernalia at Larch Hall 
(reported at 2:11 a.m.).
Hannah McCoid, 18, 306 NE 
15th St, Ankeny, was arrested 
and charged with operating 
while intoxicated and underage 
possession of alcohol at 
Mortensen Parkway and Welch 
Road (reported at 3:11 a.m.).
An officer assisted a resident 
who was experiencing 
emotional difficulties at 
Helser Hall. The individual was 
transported to Mary Greeley 
Medical Center for treatment 
(reported at 5:17 a.m.).
A vehicle driven by Grace 
Hagen collided with a curb at 
Beach Road and Wallace Road 
(reported at 8:18 a.m.).
Vehicles driven by Corly 
Wilkerson and Michael 
Rosenthal were involved in a 
property damage collision at 
Lincoln Way and Gray Avenue 
(reported at 5:39 p.m.).
A 17-year-old female was taken 
into custody for possession 
of a controlled substance 
and possession of drug 
paraphernalia at Linden Hall. She 
was referred to Juvenile Court 
Services and then released to 
the care of a responsible adult 
(reported at 6:14 p.m.).
Jake Miller/Iowa State Daily
Juan Enriquez uses an orange to explain genetic codes during 
his lecture in the Great Hall of the Memorial Union on Thurs-
day. Enriquez is a leader in the life science research industry.
Seven Oaks provides 
chance to experience 
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International students to take ski trip
Lecturer presents impact of biogenetics
‘Life code’ could 
lead to changes 
in businesses
Inter-Residence Hall Association 
plans to make a decision today at 9 a.m. re-
garding the $50,000 newspaper program in 
the residence halls.
About a week ago, IRHA sent out a sur-
vey to residence hall students, asking how 
they wanted a portion of their IRHA dues 
spent. Currently, $7 of each student’s dues 
are used by IRHA to benefit residence hall 
students.
The survey first asked students how 
often they picked up one of the three 
newspapers located within residence halls 
and which papers they picked up the most.
The newspapers currently in residence 
halls include The Des Moines Register, 
USA Today and The New York Times.
When discussing the issue of rising 
newspaper prices, Pete Englin, director in 
the department of residence, said, “These 
are multi-million dollar companies; 
they’re not going to change their price for 
one small constituent.”
The survey also asked students to vote 
on how they would like IRHA to spend 
their dues if the newspaper program were 
to be cut. Options given included cutting 
the dues completely, reducing the dues by 
half or keeping the dues and using them for 
other activities for residence hall students.
Eighty-five percent of students who 
took the survey said that they “very rare-
ly or never” pick up a newspaper. IRHA 
members were asked to talk with their 
constituents and reach a more solid con-
clusion about what to do with the student 
dues.
According to the survey results, stu-
dents preferred The Des Moines Register 
by a slight majority. IRHA voted for which 
paper to keep if they were to limit the 
newspaper program. Of the 25 Parliament 
members that voted, 17 voted to keep the 
Register.
IRHA Vice President Anthony Behnke 
said he is meeting with a representative 
from USA Today to make a final decision.
GSB
Government of the Student Body 
presidential candidates were also in at-
tendance at the IRHA vote. Two candidates 
explained their platforms to IRHA.
Sen. Khayree Fitten and running mate 
Sen. Gabe Walsh emphasized their plans to 
acquire e-books for five to ten of the most 
heavily enrolled courses at Iowa State. If 
they were to follow through with this, the 
candidates plan to push for a more uni-
form curriculum between various sections 
of the most popular courses.
Fitten and Walsh also plan to use their 
connections with Iowa legislature to get 
need-based scholarships for public uni-
versities in Iowa. “Iowa’s the only state that 
does not provide need-based financial aid 
for public institution students,” said Fitten.
Another candidate, Hillary Kletscher, 
spoke about her platform as well.
Kletscher started by saying that she 
plans to meet the demand for tutors on 
campus, possibly by raising tutor wages in 
an effort to get more students interested in 
becoming a tutor.
She also plans to expand the supple-
mental instruction programs offered at 
Iowa State. 
Kletscher said that she would like 
for more courses to offer supplemental 
instruction.
Another of Kletscher’s plans involved 
creating a Craigslist-like website that would 
allow ISU students to sell their books, tick-
ets, furniture, etc. to other students.
One program that Kletscher claimed 
to have been working on for a while is the 
bike-share program. This would allow stu-
dents to rent bikes from certain bike racks 
on campus and then return the bikes to 
any other rack. “It’ll be a one-of-a-kind 
program, so we’re really excited about 
that,” said Kletscher.
Kletscher finished by saying that, if 
elected, she would increase funding for the 
Iowa State Daily.
Several city program bud-
gets were brought to the City 
Council’s attention this week in 
a series of meetings.
Campustown was brought 
up more than once during 
the public safety program 
discussion.
“A while back, you came to us 
about cameras in Campustown,” 
said councilman Peter Orazem. 
“I think at the time, people had 
concerns about public safety. Is 
that something that will be com-
ing now?”
Chuck Cychosz, Ames Police 
chief, said that the idea of put-
ting up cameras is not going on 
now.
“We could certainly look 
into some options if you would 
like,” Cychosz said. “It would be 
around $30,000 for that project 
when we looked into it last time.”
Chief Cychosz said that the 
safe neighborhood teams that 
began in Campustown have 
worked with ISU prevention ser-
vices to present information to 
fraternities and sororities in the 
past.
Councilwoman Gloria 
Betcher asked how well the safe 
neighborhood teams have been 
helping the entire community of 
Ames.
“They have been all around 
Ames,” Cychosz said. “They 
started in Campustown, but they 
have spread all around Ames.”
Councilman Matthew 
Goodman brought up Charlie 
Yoke’s beer permit and liquor li-
cense six-month renewal.
“We had a bar owner be-
fore us about a week ago talk-
ing about the distinction be-
tween calls made by the owners 
and calls made by other people 
about the bar,” Goodman said. 
“Is there a way to tell between 
the two?”
Cychosz said the police 
department is trying to create 
a spirit of cooperation to help 
solve these problems together.
“What you saw was may-
be a defensive reaction,” said 
Cychosz. “They did really turn 
the bar around quickly.”
Several graphs were pre-
sented to show the number of 
intoxication arrests, assault ar-
rests, noise complaints, as well 
as many other issues.
“Assault arrests fluctuate a 
lot and, over the past decade, it 
has gone down,” Cychosz said. 
“Some of the changes there are 
not simply the work of police but 
from the entire community.”
Ames Police recorded ap-
proximately 200 arrests per year 
for driving while intoxicated, ac-
cording to Cychosz.
“I would like to tell you that 
the decreasing number of in-
toxication/[DWI] is due to less 
intoxication, but I think it is due 
to police officer numbers and 
placement,” Cychosz said.
Cychosz said that ISU Police 
have around the same number 
of DWI arrests as the Ames Police 
Department.
“There is a decrease in noise 
complaints, as well,” Cychosz 
said. “We are really pleased with 
the help we are getting from the 
community.”
Gloria Betcher brought up 
the Ames Police Department 
working with Iowa State on the 
cost of Iowa State’s parking fines 
at sporting events.
“The City of Ames parking 
tickets were not high, and many 
people would rather have to pay 
a City of Ames parking ticket 
than pay for parking legally,” 
Betcher said.
Cychosz said that the City of 
Ames parking tickets vary a lot.
“We are working with ISU 
Police,” Cychosz said. “There is 
always university public park-
ing. People choose to park closer 
to the events in illegal parking 
areas.”
Other programs discussed 
were community enrichment, 
utilities and transportation.
ISU students are wrapping up a se-
mester-long project meant to revitalize 
local neighborhoods and improve quality 
of life.
Fourteen students in the community 
and regional planning graduate program 
worked on the revitalization project as 
part of their community planning studio. 
The class enables students to apply their 
planning knowledge in real Iowa commu-
nities, and this year, it targeted two Des 
Moines neighborhoods, Capitol East and 
Capitol Park.
“The goal of revitalization is to im-
prove the quality of life of residents, but 
also to connect the community to the 
larger metropolitan economy,” said  Jane 
Rongerude, assistant professor in com-
munity and regional planning and project 
manager.
Neighborhood plans, which act as 
guides for the future development of a 
community, needed to be renewed in both 
Capitol East and Capitol Park. Each of 
these communities also has a large Latino 
population, which seemed to be under-
represented in neighborhood meetings, 
said Rongerude.
So, students began researching the 
main concerns of community members 
in order to redesign their neighborhood 
plans.
“Everybody deserves to have some 
sort of input and you don’t want to have 
only one group’s opinion,” said Johnny 
Alcivar, graduate student in community 
and regional planning.
In each neighborhood, ISU students 
visited residents’ homes, organized focus 
groups, talked to local business owners 
and spoke with students at high school 
football games in order to identify their 
main concerns for the neighborhood.
“In order to get interest from the pop-
ulation, we used alternatives that were not 
the norm,” said Alcivar. “Public meetings 
are always held, but you need different 
ways to approach things, especially with 
multicultural populations.”
The students pinpointed several 
priority areas in each neighborhood, in-
cluding improving housing, developing 
infrastructure, creating youth programs, 
building community pride and reduc-
ing crime. They also involved commu-
nity stakeholders in meetings to discuss 
the resources necessary to address the 
problems.
“We had over 90 people in the meet-
ings,” said Anna Bruen, graduate student 
in community and regional planning and 
sustainable agriculture. “It included or-
ganizations like Habitat for Humanity, 
community churches, Lutheran Hospital, 
the Center on Sustainable Communities, 
Home Inc. and many others.”
The graduate students spent over 
200 hours every week in Capitol East and 
Capitol Park neighborhoods and met regu-
larly with city planners to create an action 
plan with specific strategies to address the 
concerns of community residents.
The proposed neighborhood plans 
will be voted on next week by the neighbor-
hood association and if approved, will be 
sent to the City of Des Moines Community 
Development department for final review.
“Projects like these are central to the 
task of planning,” Rongerude said. “We 
forget that physical issues have everything 
to do with poverty, with who has a decent 
chance to succeed in life.”
Des Moines city planner and ISU 
alumna Amber Lynch said that without the 
partnership with Iowa State, planning the 
revitalization of the two neighborhoods 
would have taken much longer.
“Usually, it’s at least a year-long pro-
cess,” Lynch said. “So with students, it was 
much more of a condensed process.”
At the beginning of the project, 
Rongerude said, there wasn’t a lot of sup-
port from the city because of budget re-
strictions, but after they saw the students’ 
work they became actively involved in 
gathering resources.
“They changed the system,” 
Rongerude said. “That’s something people 
hope to accomplish in their career, and 
they did it in class.” Rongerude hopes to 
continue the projects in Capitol East and 
Capitol Park neighborhoods for future stu-
dio classes.
“I think that it only makes sense to 
connect what we’re doing here with real 
needs on the ground,” Rongerude said. “It 
makes the work more interesting, and ev-
erybody benefits.”
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Fourteen students in the community and regional planning graduate program at Iowa State are now finishing a project to help refresh local 
neighborhoods as a part of their community planning studio. Students focused on community members’ concerns when planning the project.
Jonathan Krueger/Iowa State Daily
City Council members Gloria Betcher and Peter Orazem listen during the Ames Area Metropolitan Planning Organi-
zation Transportation Policy meeting Jan. 28 at City Hall. Both Betcher and Orazem raised questions to Ames Police 
chief Chuck Cychosz this week. Some topics discussed were safety in Campustown and safe neighborhood team.
Two local neighborhoods 
get brand new designs
By Dalton.Bergan
@iowastatedaily.com
By Emelie.Knobloch
@iowastatedaily.com
By Elaine.Godfrey
@iowastatedaily.com
ISU graduate students take on community planning
IRHA discusses removing newspapers from residence halls
Police chief addresses program budgets to City Council
Cychosz discusses 
issues regarding 
safety, parking fines
GSB candidates propose 
new spending strategies
to go up,” Madden said. 
“We’re now serving some-
thing like 11,270 students 
in university housing.”
There are about 430 
students living in the tem-
porary spaces — such as 
the dens — in residence 
halls.
The hall would ac-
commodate an additional 
700 beds. Madden said the 
university would like to fill 
those beds in late 2015 or 
early 2016.
“In 2005, we had 7,900 
people on campus.” Pete 
Englin, director of the 
Department of Residence, 
said. “[There are] 7,171 
residence hall beds cur-
rently available. We look 
to have at least 25 percent, 
hopefully [upperclassman 
residents], helping our 
freshmen transition.”
Englin said a leader in 
the graduate college has 
approached him about 
graduate students’ hous-
ing options.
Englin said there are 
currently 300 graduate 
students housed by the 
university, and there are 
about 5,000 students in 
the graduate college.
“[This person said] 
‘you give us a specific 
kind of environment that 
doesn’t have an under-
graduate influence, we’re 
there,’” Englin said.
The Iowa State Center 
Flat Space was also ap-
proved by the board, but it 
must make it past an Ames 
vote March 4. The $39 mil-
lion project costs would 
be split almost half and 
half between the univer-
sity and Ames.
Madden said the 
Scheman building is in 
need of modernizing. The 
space would be used as 
a large banquet space, 
an area for career and 
job fairs, etc. for both 
Iowa State and the Ames 
community.
The university will 
continue with the budget 
and design process.
For Wen Wang, third-year graduate 
student in journalism and mass commu-
nication, Chinese New Year is a good time 
for family reunion, relaxing and hanging 
out with friends.
“I’ve also celebrated American New 
Year as well,” Wang said. “I’ve got no 
problem with that, I’m happy to join my 
American friends in their own celebration.”
In addition to the program, Wang said 
they set up a window display in front of 
the seminar room to showcase Chinese 
culture.
“This year’s theme is Chinese tea cul-
ture,” Wang said. “We displayed several tea 
pots and different types of Chinese tea.”
For the new year, Luo and Wang said 
they have very grounded personal wish-
es. Luo said she really hopes to find a job 
while Wang wishes to be accepted into a 
PhD program.
“I hope the year of the horse is going 
to be a happy and prosperous year for ev-
eryone,” Han said.
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Another student involved with digital 
animation is senior Caitlin Swanberg.
With a strong interest in digital art, 
Swanberg dedicates her time to work-
ing for a college professor and an Ames 
schoolteacher to produce short anima-
tions that help to answer questions stu-
dents have in high school biology classes.
“Illustration is all about understand-
ing what you’re looking at,” Swanberg 
said.
Swanberg currently has an inter-
view with Johns Hopkins University in 
Maryland for graduate school.
Not only do these students produce 
digital graphics throughout their work, 
they also learn how to create 3-D models. 
For example, prosthetics such as an ear 
designed for a child who was born with-
out one can be created by BPMI majors.
Laura Ekl, sophomore, leans more 
toward the concrete illustration aspect of 
the major.
“People tend to think that all we do is 
draw or paint,” Ekl said. “But with where 
the field is going now, all the jobs are 
completely digital, so we’re moving away 
from traditional media.”
Ekl plans on furthering her school ca-
reer after ISU at the University of Illinois 
at Chicago in hopes of one day being able 
to scrub into the operating room and cre-
ate surgical sketches.
Lynn Clark, professor of ecology, 
evolution and organismal biology, said 
the strength of the program has re-
mained constant by managing to keep up 
with all of the new and improved digital 
techniques.
Dean Biechler, a lecturer who’s been 
with the BPMI program all 30 years, 
said the quality of the students has im-
proved over the years because they have 
progressively gotten more artistic and 
science-oriented.
The improvements come with a large 
amount of outside work that students can 
bring back into their studios, which takes 
up much of their time.
“The time commitment of these stu-
dents is impressive,” Dorn said. “It should 
almost be considered a double major.”
Ekl said surgical sketching is what 
she wants to do with her life and that 
she’ll commit herself to being good at it 
despite the time commitment.
Despite how time-consuming the 
major is, it remains the best of both 
worlds for students interested in both art 
and science.
“It’s not like you can only like biol-
ogy,” Swanberg said. “You have to really 
love the art side of it, too, otherwise you 
won’t enjoy having to juggle both sides of 
it. But if you do like both, it’s a really cool 
community to be in.”
>>BPMI p1
>>NEW YEAR p1
at the event.  The Heartland Men’s Chorus 
kicks off the event Friday at 5:45 p.m.
“Having a chorus is a fun way to cele-
brate with some good, prideful music,” said 
Freihoefer. There is a drag show saturday 
night.
“It’s pretty big. It’s a really good time to 
celebrate that side of culture,” Miller said.
 The event promotes leadership, activ-
ism, networking, diversity, health and em-
powerment according to the conference’s 
website.
Keynote speakers include, Chely 
Wright, Janet Mock, Rob Smith and Kara 
Laricks. All 2000 people congregate in one 
location to hear these people’s speeches.
“It’s very inspiring. It’s helpful for peo-
ple in college or high school to have those 
role models. We learn how they’re success-
ful and how they did it,” Miller said.
Workshops cover a wide range of top-
ics. Students can learn about identities and 
race, religion, gender, sex, disability, history, 
education and schools, health politics, ally-
ship, homelessness, professionalism, lead-
ership, HIV/AIDS and more.
During the conference there is also a 
resource fair.
“There’s a lot of opportunities to 
meet, network and get connected,” said 
Freihoefer. Some of the biggest businesses 
in the country take part. Big companies 
want to be supportive and achieve LGBTQA 
outreach.
>>PROJECTS p1
Jen Hao Wong/Iowa State Daily
Board of Regents President Bruce Rastetter, speaks during the Faculty Senate Meeting on 
Jan. 21 in the Great Hall of the Memorial Union. 
>>CONFERENCE p1
Courtesy of Katie Barnes
Some ISU LGBTQA students will have the opportunity to attend the Midwest Bisexual Lesbian Gay Transgender Ally College conference in Kansas City, Mo. Friday through Sunday. 
Courtesy of Caitlin Swanberg
Courtesy of Caitlin Swanberg
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Columinst Bader argues that the high cost of tuition is not supported by the insufficient offerings that universities claim to provide. He be-
lieves that universities are taking advantage of students’ bank accounts, and offers up different solutions to make college worth it.
Considering everything universities claim to — but don’t — provide to 
students these days, higher 
education costs too much. 
When universities recruit high 
school students, one of their 
main selling points is the fact 
that if you get a degree, you 
will be more likely to get a bet-
ter job and make more money 
over the course of your life. 
There are other advantages of-
fered, such as a great campus, 
experienced professors, etc., 
but the main reason students 
attend college is for the whole 
job and money thing.
This very week, a Des 
Moines Register article re-
ported that in 2012, 88 percent 
of freshmen were “going to 
college to get a good job,” 
referencing a report by the 
Higher Education Research 
Institute at UCLA.
Many colleges across the 
nation estimate that col-
lege graduates, compared to 
non-college graduates, will 
earn over $1 million more in 
their lifetime, according to the 
United States census inter-
pretation of its 2011 American 
Community Survey. According 
to a study conducted by Pew 
Research Center, however, the 
average figure is actually closer 
to $650,000. These estimates 
obviously vary depending on 
what career path a student 
takes, but the point remains 
that the economic advantage 
of a degree is not quite as high 
as prospective students are led 
to believe.
The reason that universi-
ties use the larger figure for re-
cruiting is that they are being 
run as businesses. At the end 
of the day, the primary goal of 
a business is to make money 
in order to perpetuate its own 
existence. Public universities 
should not be run like private 
businesses, though. The fact 
that they are public would 
reasonably imply that they 
exist primarily for the good of 
the public.
Universities can serve 
students better. Instead of 
requiring four years of school 
to get a degree, each of which 
saddles students with more 
and more debt, universities 
can cut general education 
courses from their require-
ments. They could also insti-
tute a tiered level of tuition 
for each year: the first year 
would be the cheapest and the 
fourth year would be the most 
expensive. This would aid 
those who either finish college 
early, or never end up earning 
a degree. Students who do not 
finish their degree would then 
not have to deal with as much 
debt in addition to their loss of 
potential earning ability.
Of course, tuition is 
not the only thing holding 
students back in the higher 
education system. Classes 
do not sufficiently prepare 
students for specific jobs. 
Introductory classes that typi-
cally take place in large lecture 
halls are rarely challenging 
enough to warrant spending 
thousands of dollars in tuition 
on them. Tuition needs to be 
lower for the first two years 
of college, or introductory 
courses need to be abbrevi-
ated, if required at all. Higher 
level courses should likewise 
be more hands-on and more 
closely resemble an actual 
work environment.
Classes are supposed 
to prepare students for the 
workforce, but a classroom is 
nothing like working at a com-
pany. Most classes require you 
to sit in a class, look forward, 
listen to someone lecture and 
stay silent until called upon. It 
is an extremely passive envi-
ronment. On the other hand, 
working for a company re-
quires you to work in groups, 
speak up and think of original 
ideas. There are classes that 
revolve around these ideas, 
but not nearly enough.
Another inefficient aspect 
of today’s higher education 
is the emphasis on finding 
internships. Universities 
claim that they are beneficial 
because they give students 
real work experience, which 
is essential to adapting to 
the work required in a real 
career. If students are paying 
their university thousands of 
dollars to prepare them for 
a career, why would they be 
encouraged to better prepare 
themselves for the workforce 
by seeking experience through 
an internship? That should be 
the university’s job.
No matter how insuf-
ficient our higher education 
system is, attending a univer-
sity is a great opportunity, and 
it is still more advantageous to 
earn a degree than to forego 
one. However, that does not 
mean it is okay for the system 
to take advantage of millions 
of students’ desires for more 
economically comfortable 
lives. 
Technically no one is 
required to attend college just 
to get a job, but there is such 
intense pressure from both 
parents and society to earn a 
college degree that students 
begrudgingly accept sky-high 
debt for the chance at a higher 
income. 
Those of us at universi-
ties in America are getting 
the short end of the stick, and 
something needs to change.
By Anthony.Bader
@iowastatedaily.com
Tuition outweighs college value
Many of us pride ourselves on being open-minded, and like to think of ourselves as people 
who enjoy experiencing places and 
people that are different from our own. 
I consider myself a very worldly 
person, though this is not due to the 
number of countries I have read about 
or even the number of people I have 
seen who come from nations other than 
these great United States. My profound 
understanding of other cultures is due 
solely to the experiences I have had with 
local restaurants.
It is easy to think of Iowa as a place 
without culture. While this is true, all 
hope is not lost. We can overcome the 
fact that we lack culture of any kind 
by making moderate efforts to gawk at 
people who are different than us and the 
things that they think represent culture. 
The owners of restaurants that show-
case other cultures are keenly aware of 
this, and have created their businesses 
to allow people to do so without feeling 
nearly as awkward or being as incon-
venient as actually placing oneself in a 
foreign environment.
Amazingly, and luckily for us as 
residents, Ames does not contain din-
ing establishments that only represent 
the superior native cuisine of the rural 
Midwest. 
In fact, there are many eating op-
tions here that represent authentic 
foreign fare that are just waiting to be 
exploited for their cultural knowledge.
Because the restaurants in our 
humble town represent such a diversity, 
many times I have been saved the effort 
of making personal plans to travel across 
international borders. 
For example, I have never been to 
Mexico, but by going to local Mexican 
restaurants such as Taco Bell or Taco 
John’s, I feel that I have come quite close 
to the same experience of actually visit-
ing and dining in that country. 
Learning about exquisite native 
dishes such as gorditas or Doritos Locos 
Tacos has given me a great understand-
ing of the Mexican culture. I have even 
learned to speak Spanish to the servers 
by saying “gracias” after receiving my 
potato olés.
As anyone can plainly see, Taco 
Bell and Taco John’s are excellent dining 
establishments that allow any American 
to be fully immersed in the Mexican 
culture without the burden of having to 
leave the comfort of the United States. 
Many more local eateries can give us the 
experience of visiting even more distant 
lands, such as Mongolian Buffet, or even 
Panda Express. 
It is because of these restaurants 
that I personally understand many 
deeply ingrained ideals encompassed in 
Asian culture, such as the importance of 
receiving life advice from hollow cookies 
that contain messages so important they 
are often regarded as fortune-telling. 
It is amazing that we can take a trip to 
the East Asian highlands or mainland 
China without leaving this moderately-
sized college town. Why take a trip to the 
middle of Asia if the exact same adven-
ture awaits you at places that are within 
a fifteen minute drive?
Another restaurant we as Ames 
residents are blessed to have the ability 
to enjoy is Fazoli’s. 
This establishment has been willing 
in the past to admit that it offers a genu-
ine Italian experience, including adopt-
ing the slogan “Real Italian. Real Fast.” 
Accordingly, this slogan also highlights 
the wonderful fact that we are able to get 
a taste of foreign culture without making 
any serious time commitments.
By utilizing our local dining re-
sources, we can have experiences that 
allow us to completely understand other 
countries and cultures in a way that also 
saves us time and money, even when re-
garding places within our own country. 
This is the reason I recently canceled a 
trip to Texas upon learning that Texas 
Roadhouse was opening here in Ames. 
I now fully understand Texan culture, 
without taking an extensive trip to actu-
ally visit Texas itself. 
Hopefully we continue to make 
such progress in bringing the world 
to Ames, and someday will have every 
country and every culture in the world 
within reasonable driving distance.
By Alexander.Maxwell
@iowastatedaily.com
Restaurants offer cultural diversity 
without  you ever leaving the country
“Helping people on their path 
to better health.” According to CVS 
Caremark, this is the purpose of their 
business. Many corporations include 
similar positive and ephemeral aspira-
tions in their mission statements and 
public relations statements, but few 
take drastic steps toward the realization 
of such goals. This is where CVS has set 
itself apart from others.
This past Wednesday, CVS an-
nounced that it will cease the sale of 
cigarettes and tobacco products in 
its stores by October of this year. This 
move will make CVS the first national 
pharmacy to embrace a tobacco-free 
strategy. The 7,600-store business an-
ticipates some negative consequences, 
as CVS expects to lose around $2 billion 
a year from the loss of direct tobacco 
sales and from other purchases made 
by tobacco consumers.
A new smoking cessation cam-
paign will also be introduced by CVS 
this spring, aimed at helping individu-
als quit their tobacco use. For a retail 
giant like CVS, $2 billion plus the cost 
of a national campaign is not cause for 
ruin, but as a publicly traded company, 
their responsibility is normally seen as 
making the most money legally pos-
sible for their shareholders.
With praise flooding in from all 
corners of the nation, though, in-
cluding a congratulatory letter from 
President Obama, CVS looks like it will 
still be in good shape. Some have even 
speculated, after seeing the over-
whelmingly positive public reaction, 
that CVS has decided to change their 
tobacco sale policy as a publicity stunt 
aimed at actually increasing sales.
The heightened publicity of their 
new approach will definitely help 
concerned consumers know of their 
tobacco ban, but the novelty of CVS’s 
announcement will wear itself out in 
time. Long after the story becomes for-
gotten, they will still lose the revenues 
of smokers across the country.
Another potentially self-serving 
reason for CVS to have stopped selling 
tobacco products is the increased pos-
sibility for partnerships with hospitals 
and healthcare providers.
Even if CVS has decided to halt 
tobacco sales because they think it will 
generate more business or lucrative 
partnerships, it does not mean their ac-
tions are without benefit to others. No 
matter what their reasons, CVS is tak-
ing a step toward providing a healthier 
shopping experience. Tobacco users 
who either have quit or are trying to 
quit can be assured that their stop at 
the pharmacy will not tempt them 
to buy a pack, and parents hoping to 
keep their children away from tobacco 
advertisements will have one more safe 
haven.
As CVS makes abundantly clear on 
their website and in public announce-
ments, tobacco use is a serious health 
concern for the United States. Over 
400,000 deaths a year can be attributed 
to smoking, and almost ninety percent 
of lung cancer cases in the United 
States are related to tobacco, accord-
ing to the US Surgeon General. Chronic 
Obstructive Pulmonary Disease, usu-
ally related to smoking, also afflicts 
over 6% of the American population, 
including actor Leonard Nimoy who 
announced his condition this week, 
telling Twitter followers that he stopped 
smoking thirty years ago, but even that 
was “too late.”
Since they consider themselves 
a healthcare company, CVS is right to 
stop selling such an unhealthy product 
that is so closely associated not only 
with causing specific health problems, 
but exacerbating existing conditions. 
Their focus on “better health out-
comes” is completely out of sync with 
selling tobacco, and their new policy 
reflects this.
CVS may very well see improve-
ments in their public image, business 
partnerships, and even sales, but as 
their President and CEO Larry Merio 
puts it, removing tobacco products 
from their stores is also the right thing 
to do.
CVS smokes 
competition; 
‘no tobacco’ 
policy to start
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Valentine’s Day is coming up 
and many students plan to go out 
but want to know the cheapest 
way to do so. Fortunately, there 
are many romantic ways to spend 
Valentine’s Day without denting 
your wallet.
Flowers are a must on 
Valentine’s Day. Instead of 12 red 
roses, stick to one rose and get a 
small box of her favorite candy.
To start off the night, make a 
homemade dinner for two. There 
are so many recipes out there that 
require very little ingredients and 
still cost half of what a nice meal 
at a restaurant would cost. Talk 
about what you both like and 
then go to the grocery store to-
gether to get all the ingredients. 
Making the meal with each other 
can be half the fun. 
For example, if you made 
chicken alfredo, it would cost you 
around $14 - $1 for pasta, $3 for 
alfredo sauce, $4 for chicken and 
$4 for garlic bread. If you went to 
a restaurant, it would probably 
cost $14 per person.
After the meal, make dessert 
or splurge by going out. Frozen 
yogurt shops, such as Orange 
Leaf on Lincoln Way and Aspen 
Leaf on South Duff, allow you to 
control how much you want to 
spend.
An option for keeping costs 
down here would be 
splitting a bowl of 
frozen yogurt 
or lower 
t h e 
weight of the frozen yogurt in 
your own bowl. The total amount 
of money spent on dessert could 
potentially be around $5.
The night is still nowhere 
near over. Here in Ames, you can 
go to Cinemark North Grand 5 
— the discount theater. It costs 
a couple dollars per person for 
admission and paying for snacks 
should not be a problem because 
you just had a gourmet meal. This 
theater has movies that were out 
at the regular theater a few weeks 
before, giving couples the chance 
to see movies they didn’t get the 
chance to see when they were 
first released.
If you want to watch a movie, 
but going to the movie theater 
isn’t something you want to do, 
rent a cheap movie or watch one 
you have in your own personal 
collection that you haven’t seen 
in a while. To add a romantic at-
mosphere, light some candles or 
dim the lights.
For the whole night, a ro-
mantic evening on a budget can 
cost, at most, approximately $25. 
However, enjoying the evening 
together is priceless.
“An Affair to 
Remember”
Cast includes Cary 
Grant and Deborah Kerr
This 1957 remake of 
“Love Affair” is the classic 
love story of boy meets girl, 
but boy and girl are both 
seeing other people. 
They made a plan to 
meet at a certain time at 
the top of the Empire State 
Building when something 
tragic happened. Later on, 
they do end up finding 
each other.
“Breakfast at 
Tiffany’s”
Cast includes Audrey 
Hepburn, Mickey Rooney 
and George Peppard
This film, which came 
out in 1961, depicts a 
Manhattan socialite who 
can’t seem to make up her 
mind about which man she 
wants. She strings along 
her neighbor while she is 
seeing two rich men — one 
from Brazil and one from 
the United States. When it 
doesn’t work out with ei-
ther of them, she turns to 
her neighbor.
“Casablanca”
Cast includes Ingrid 
Bergman, Humphrey 
Bogart and Paul Henreid
Set in 1941, this classic 
film goes through the life 
of the owner of an upscale 
nightclub in Casablanca, 
his former lover and her 
husband. The nightclub 
owner’s former lover walks 
into the club one night 
with her husband want-
ing something from the 
owner that will help them 
get through German-
controlled Europe.
“Dirty Dancing”
Cast includes Patrick 
Swayze and Jennifer Grey
Many classic love sto-
ries involve overbearing 
parents with daughters 
who want to rebel by fall-
ing for someone in a lower 
class, and this film from 
1987 is one of them. A doc-
tor’s daughter falls for the 
dance instructor at the re-
sort where the family va-
cations. At first her father 
disapproves, but his feel-
ings change by the end of 
the story.
“Love Actually”
Cast includes Alan 
Rickman, Hugh Grant and 
Keira Knightley
This film from 2003 
consists of many plots that 
tell about the love stories of 
their respective characters. 
Despite the many differ-
ent plots, there is one main 
plot that comes together at 
the end. Each of the char-
acters in each of the plots 
are somehow connected 
to characters in the other 
plots.
“The Notebook”
Cast includes Ryan 
Gosling and Rachel 
McAdams
For a truly until-death-
do-us-part story, check this 
movie out.
Although his wife suf-
fers from dementia, Duke 
reads to her from a diary 
every day to try to help her 
remember him and their 
life together when they 
were younger.
“Pretty Woman”
Cast includes Julia 
Roberts, Richard Gere and 
Hector Elizondo
This film from 1990 is 
the epitome of a boy-res-
cues-girl movie.
A prostitute is sought 
out when a wealthy busi-
nessman asks for direc-
tions. He ends up hiring 
her as his escort for a week, 
but the relationship lasts 
much longer than that.
“Sleepless in 
Seattle”
Cast includes Tom 
Hanks, Meg Ryan and Rosie 
O’Donnell
This film from 1993 
was inspired by “An Affair 
to Remember” and will also 
kind of remind you of “The 
Parent Trap.”
A young boy calls into 
a late night radio show and 
talks about his dad needing 
to find a girlfriend. The ra-
dio show brings in a lot of 
responses, and one woman 
ends up making the trip of 
her (love) life.
“Titanic”
Cast includes 
Leonardo DiCaprio, 
Kate Winslet and 
Kathy Bates
This film from 1997 is 
similar to “Dirty Dancing” 
in that the girl falls for 
someone from a lower 
class and sneaks away from 
her family to be with him.
As the ship begins to go 
down and the upperclass 
passengers are scrambling 
to the life boats, the girl 
fights through the flooding 
depths of the ship to find 
the man she loves.
“When Harry 
Met Sally”
Cast includes Billy 
Crystal and Meg Ryan
This film from 1989 
shows that opposites do 
attract.
After meeting in col-
lege and finding out they 
have totally different per-
spectives on things, Harry 
and Sally part on not-so-
friendly terms.
They run into each 
other in New York City a 
couple of times before they 
finally become friends and 
realize their feelings for 
each other.
“50 First Dates”
Cast includes Adam 
Sandler, Drew Barrymore 
and Rob Schneider
Similar to “The 
Notebook,” this film from 
2004 has the gentleman 
trying to help the girl re-
member who he is.
He takes her on differ-
ent dates until she finally 
remembers who he is and 
realizes many other things 
as well, including her feel-
ings for him.
Valentines come 
in all shapes, sizes and 
styles — it all depends on 
the person giving as well 
as the person getting the 
valentine.
Some people turn to 
Hallmark and other greet-
ing card companies to find 
something for their special 
someone.
When picking out a 
card for your lover, friend 
or mother, keep in mind 
whether you want it to be 
romantic, humorous or just 
something that shows you 
care.
While you can pur-
chase a card at the store, 
many companies also 
offer online versions of 
valentines, or e-cards. 
Two places you 
can go to find these are 
Someecards.com and 
americangreetings.com. A 
simple Google search will 
turn up more sites, or you 
can search for an e-card 
with a specific saying on it.
If you can’t seem to find 
the right card — or e-card 
— to say what you want, get 
a little creative and make 
your own valentine. This 
way you can be sure to say 
what you want as well as 
add a personal touch.
Pinterest offers many 
ideas on how to make your 
own valentine. 
We all learned in el-
ementary school that all it 
takes to make your own val-
entine is some construction 
paper, scissors, doilies and 
markers — and maybe the 
ability to cut the paper out 
in the shape of a heart.
You can also look on-
line for valentine templates. 
These allow you to print 
them out and color and 
customize them.
Whatever you decide, 
it’s the thought and emo-
tion that counts, but add-
ing flowers and chocolate 
wouldn’t hurt.
By Lindsey.Wanninger
@iowastatedaily.com
By Saige.Heyer
@iowastatedaily.com
By Saige.Heyer
@iowastatedaily.com
Get creative with 
your valentines
Kelby Wingert/Iowa State Daily
This list of movies will be perfect for a Valentine’s night-in. Grab your valentine and a bag of popcorn to enjoy one of these 
classic love stories.
Eleven romantic films that are sure to please
Romance on a budget
Courtesy of Thinkstock
Courtesy of Thinkstock
Great Plains
Sauce & Dough Company
Valentine’s Pizzas W
ith Love, 
The Best
129 Main
Downtown
232.4263
232.1627
EMPLOYEE OWNED
lincoln center
640 Lincoln Way | 232-1961
west location
3800 West Lincoln Way | 292-5543
open 24 hours a day   n   7 days a week   n   two convenient locations
Floral   n   Catering   n   Bakery  n  Wine & Spirits
Something sweet 
for your sweetheart!
323 Main St
Downtown Ames 
515•232•2235
TheSalonInAmes.com
Call today for 
Valentines’s Day appointments!
GIFT CARD
Cut, Color & Style 20% OFF 
with ISU I.D. or Alumni Card. 
FREE Makeup Application 
for new customers!
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Whether it’s your first 
Valentine’s Day with your 
partner or your thirti-
eth, staying home for 
the special day is a 
great alternative to 
trying to plan a night 
out on the town. 
Here are some 
ways you can have 
a magical night 
that is good for 
you and your 
budget.
Meal
Try This:
Home Cooked 
Meal — Use leftovers or 
pitch in to buy ingredients 
for a great meal you can 
make together. For dessert, 
try a cupcake or dessert 
bar.
Not This:
Five-star restau-
rant plus a dessert 
and tip for the waiter. 
Gifts
Try This:
A gift from the heart 
— make a photo collage of 
your best memories or a 
book filled with hand-writ-
ten letters or poems.
Not This:
Chocolates, flowers 
and expensive jewelry.
Activities
Try This:
Scavenger Hunt — Set up 
a small scavenger hunt for 
your partner around the 
house. Use sticky notes to 
write messages.
Movie Night — If you 
are wanting something 
more low-key, a movie 
night is ideal, just choose 
your favorite movies and 
light some candles.
Game Night — 
Looking for something 
more up-beat? A game 
night with your favorite 
games is 
a great 
w a y 
to in-
t e r a c t 
with your 
partner.
S t a r g a z i n g 
— To end a perfect 
night, go outside with 
a bunch of blankets and 
pillows and just watch the 
beautiful night sky.
Not This:
Spa day or hotel fees 
and air fare to somewhere 
 
 
 
 
 
 
romantic.
Don’t let mon-
ey get in the way 
of creating a mem-
orable night. There are 
plenty of things you can do 
at home to show someone 
how much you care and 
enjoy being with them.
Valentine’s day is the 
biggest date night day of 
the year. Couples every-
where are either going out 
or staying in — either way, 
dinner plans are a must. If 
you like to cook, then mak-
ing dinner is a good idea. 
It is a romantic gesture 
that will also help you get 
away from the hectic res-
taurants. For some, this 
holiday is a chance to get 
out of the kitchen and go 
somewhere new to eat.
Eating In
Cooking is always fun, 
whether it is a surprise for 
your significant other or 
if you decide to cook to-
gether. Not everyone is a 
Rachael Ray in the kitchen 
— the many burnt mac and 
cheese meals can vouch 
for that — but not to worry, 
there are plenty of meals 
that are easy and can still 
have that love cooked right 
in.
A classic spaghetti and 
meatball meal is romantic 
and easy for a quick meal 
to make. If you want some-
thing a little fancier, anoth-
er Italian favorite that isn’t 
too difficult is a chicken 
parmesan.
Many shrimp recipes 
are not too difficult or bank 
breaking either. One calls 
for only one stick of butter, 
cut up lemon and Italian 
seasoning and is baked for 
15 minutes at 350 degrees. 
Put that over some pasta 
with olive oil on it and 
you will look like a kitchen 
hero to your sweetheart. 
 
Dining Out
Sometimes cooking 
is just not something you 
want to spend your time 
on, which on a holiday like 
this is perfectly acceptable. 
Going out to eat is always 
fun, but be sure to plan in 
advance for this night out.
Tables at nice restau-
rants will be taken early 
so making reservations or 
at least having a plan is 
a good idea. Gentlemen, 
take your ladies out to a sit 
down restaurant. A drive-
thru Happy Meal won’t cut 
it for this date night.
A nice steak dinner 
at Texas Roadhouse or 
West Towne Pub could be 
a good, casual meal that 
still shows you want to do 
something good for your 
date. If you are looking 
for something nicer, there 
is always Fuji Japanese 
Steakhouse or Okoboji 
Grill. Do not forget about 
the ever-popular Hickory 
Park, or you could go to 
The Café, a smaller quaint 
restaurant in Somerset 
Village, north of campus 
on Stange Road. For a fan-
cier, slightly more expen-
sive dinner, try Plus 39, 
Aunt Maude’s, Dublin Bay 
or Olde Main.
When calling to make 
your reservation, make 
sure to ask if they are of-
fering any specials for 
Valentine’s Day.
It doesn’t matter if 
you want to surprise your 
significant other by taking 
them somewhere nice or 
by making a delicious meal 
for them — what matters 
is being together. Spend 
this Valentine’s Day bond-
ing over your new favorite 
meal, by either finding a 
new recipe to cook togeth-
er or finding your new fa-
vorite restaurant.
By Alesha.Olson
@iowastatedaily.com
By Samantha.Berrafato
@iowastatedaily.com
Date night spent at home
Aunt Maude’s
Location: 547 Main St.
Phone: 515-233-4136
Friday hours: Start serving dinner 
at 5 p.m.
The Cafe
Location: 2616 Northridge Pkwy.
Phone: 515-292-0100
Friday hours: 7 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Dublin Bay
Location: 320 S. 16th St.
Phone: 515-956-3580
Friday hours: 11 a.m. to 11 p.m.
Fuji Japanese Steakhouse
Location: 1614 S. Kellogg Ave. 
#101
Phone: 515-232-8383
Friday hours: 11 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Hickory Park
Location: 1404 S. Duff Ave.
Phone: 515-232-8940
Friday hours: 10:30 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Okoboji Grill
Location: 114 S. Duff Ave.
Phone: 515-239-5036
Friday hours: 11 a.m. to 2 a.m.
Olde Main
Location: 316 Main St.
Phone: 515-232-0553
Friday hours: 11 a.m. to 2 a.m.
Plus 39
Location: 2640 Stange Rd.
Phone: 515-292-0039
Friday hours: 7 a.m. to 1 a.m.
Texas Roadhouse
Location: 519 S. Duff Ave.
Phone: 515-232-7427
Friday hours: 4 to 11 p.m.
West Towne Pub
Location: 4518 Mortensen Rd.
Phone: 515-292-4555
Friday hours: 11 a.m. to 2 a.m.
Restaurants for Valentine’s Day
Treat your sweetie, dining in or out
Courtesy of Thinkstock
Kelby Wingert/Iowa State Daily
 CYCLONETM HOCKEY WHERE WINNING IS A WAY OF LIFE CYCLONETM HOCKEY
IOWA STATE CYCLONES 
vs. 
ILLINOIS FIGHTING ILLINI
FRIDAY, FEB. 7 @ 7:30 PM
SATURDAY, FEB. 8 @ 8:00 PM
AMES/ISU ICE ARENA
SINGLE TICKETS
CHILD $5
STUDENT $7
ADULT $10
FOLLOW ONLINE 
CycloneHockey.com
/CycloneHockey
@CycloneHockey
CYCLONE HOCKEY’S
OLDEST RIVALRY
  Iowa State takes on 
Illinois, a CSCHL rival 
of nearly 40 years, 
to fight to ensure the 
Cyclones maintain the 
third seeting for the 
CSCHL Tournament
Sports Friday, Feb. 7, 2014Editor: Alex Halsted sports@iowastatedaily.com  |  515.294.2003
8 Iowa State Daily
isdsportsiowastatedaily.com/sports
With a two-point lead and 
only 16 seconds to play on their 
home court, things were looking 
good for the Iowa State women’s 
basketball team.
TCU had made 1-of-10 
3-pointers in the first 39-plus 
minutes and it seemed as if 
overtime would be the Cyclones’ 
worst-case scenario.
Then TCU’s Donielle Breaux 
came off a screen at the top of 
the key to find herself wide open. 
She drained the shot with five 
seconds remaining and handed 
the Cyclones their sixth loss in 
eight games.
“Obviously a tough way to 
lose a game,” said ISU coach 
Bill Fennelly. “Our team is built 
around certain style and tonight 
we didn’t make enough shots 
and get to the free throw line 
enough.”
Luckily for the Cyclones, 
they won’t encounter a defense 
quite like the Horned Frogs’ the 
rest of the season. Playing al-
most strictly zone, TCU brings 
a different look for Big 12 teams 
and is one of the top defenses 
in the conference, leading the 
league in blocked shots.
Even ISU standout Hallie 
Christofferson struggled against 
the 6’3” Latricia Lovings, who 
blocked three of Christofferson’s 
shots and out-rebounded her 
14-to-5. Loving leads the league 
in blocked shots.
When Iowa State takes on 
Texas on Feb. 9, it will face a 
program heading in a differ-
ent direction. The Longhorns 
have won three of their last four 
games with their only loss being 
to the conference leader, Baylor.
The Cyclones are trying to 
pick up the pieces to a season 
that included a 14-0 start before 
dropping six of their next eight 
games featuring emotional, 
overtime wins and confusing 
losses. For Fennelly, figuring 
out how to get his team back on 
track is difficult.
“There are a lot of things 
that need to happen different,” 
Fennelly said. “Everything that 
happens here that’s not very 
good I take 100% responsibil-
ity for it. That’s my job. And by 
saying that though, I think that 
sometimes you’ve got to look 
within yourself and you’ve got to 
do what you’re supposed to do 
and I think our players need to 
make that decision.”
For Iowa State, the remain-
ing schedule can serve as a re-
building period. Although the 
competition does not get any 
easier, six of its seven remaining 
games are to teams the Cyclones 
have not yet seen this season.
The Longhorns are one of 
those teams as they pose a tough 
challenge for the Cyclones. 
Heading into Sunday’s matchup, 
Texas has a 15-7 (6-4 Big 12) re-
cord and is 5-0 at home.
With the conference’s top 
field-goal percentage defense, 
Iowa State will face a tough de-
fensive test, again, facing a dif-
ferent scheme. The Cyclones and 
Longhorns are also the league’s 
best 3-point shooting teams, 
meaning it could be a shootout.
The game is scheduled to 
tip-off at 2 p.m. at the Frank C. 
Erwin, Jr. Special Events Center 
in Austin, Texas.
By Alex.Gookin
@iowastatedaily.com
Iowa State prepares to avoid slide against Texas
The days on campus for Naz Long since his game-saving triple against Oklahoma State have 
been somewhat familiar.
In his first game as a major piece 
of this ISU basketball team on Nov. 10, 
the Canadian canned 8-of-11 3-point-
ers en route to a career-high 26 points. 
On campus, Long got his fair share of 
high-fives and back pats.
But after saving and spurring No. 
16 Iowa State to arguably its best win 
of the season against No. 19 Oklahoma 
State, he got a little more attention.
With a shot like the one Long 
hit, against a team as talented as the 
Cowboys, in an arena where Iowa State 
was winless in the last 18 attempts, it 
made sense.
“A lot of people just congratulat-
ing me on the shot,” Long said of his 
fandom. “It was Big Monday, so every-
body was supporting, so it was cool. 
The whole Cyclone nation was out 
watching.”
Even Long’s philosophy professor 
took a moment in class to congratu-
late — or thank — him on his game-
saving triple.
“My philosophy teacher said, 
‘Great shot’ and I was like ‘That’s cool, 
how about this Socrates, let’s get back 
to that,’” Long said.
In the same way that Deandre 
Kane passed up his shot at the spot-
light when he passed to Long for the 
shot, he passed the attention at prac-
tice to freshman Monte Morris, whose 
corner 3-pointer — which was assisted 
from Long — was nearly as monumen-
tal as Long’s in the second overtime.
“I really liked the fact that Kane 
passed it up, and another thing that 
I really wanted to say was Monte’s 
corner 3,” Long said. “I don’t know if 
that’s getting enough publicity, but for 
Monte to knock that down and put us 
up one, that shot was huge. It was big 
time.”
Morris, who played a team-high 
52 minutes, was doing the same 
amount of glad-handing on campus 
as Long after his 3-pointer that gave 
the Cyclones the final lead of the game 
with 42 seconds left. Morris finished 
with 10 points, five assists and more 
importantly, zero turnovers.
“A lot of people were saying, 
‘Great game,’” Morris said. “It seems 
like we just keep getting better, people 
greeting me and telling me I played 
well and played a lot of minutes and to 
keep it up.”
Now Iowa State shifts its focus on 
its upcoming stretch of games, where 
a potential run could be made, start-
ing with TCU (9-12, 0-9 Big 12) on Feb. 
8.
Even though the next three op-
ponents are a combined 9-19 in the 
Big 12, ISU coach Fred Hoiberg was 
quick to point out what it’s like playing 
in arguably the best conference in the 
country and what an off-night could 
do to a team.
“We’ve played an extremely dif-
ficult stretch, but we’re going to have 
nine more games that are extremely 
difficult,” Hoiberg said. “You look at 
what West Virginia did yesterday to 
Oklahoma. There’s no days off in this 
league and if you do take a day off, 
you’re probably not going to win.”
By Dean.Berhow-Goll
@iowastatedaily.com
Big win nets  
Cyclones extra 
attention
Tiffany Herring/Iowa State Daily
Freshman guard Monte Morris goes for a layup against Oklahoma on Feb. 1 at Hilton Coliseum. The Cy-
clones beat the Sooners 81-75. Morris had his first career start, and his seventh game in double figures .
Jen Hao Wong/Iowa State Daily
Senior forward Hallie Christofferson falls down after attempting a layup 
during Iowa State’s 61-60 loss against TCU  Wednesday at Hilton Coliseum. 
The Iowa Board of Regents approved 
Iowa State’s plans Thursday morning to 
proceed with its Jack Trice Stadium proj-
ect, specifically, the bowling in of the 
south end zone.
Iowa State announced in November it 
had received a $25 million donation from 
Roy and Bobbi Reiman to help jumpstart a 
project that would enclose the south end 
zone at Jack Trice, something fans have 
clamored for in recent years.
In a presentation in front of the re-
gents Thursday, which lasted about three 
minutes, Warren Madden, ISU senior vice 
president, said the goal remains to have 
the project completed by the 2015 season. 
He also added one new note: the goal is to 
reach a capacity of 60,000.
Currently, Jack Trice Stadium’s capac-
ity is 56,800 with 12,000 of those being hill-
side seats. According to plans presented to 
the regents, the bowling in of the south 
end zone would include an upper-deck.
Madden said the end zone enclosure 
itself will cost an estimated $30 million. 
The south end of the stadium will also get 
a new scoreboard, probably similar to the 
current one on the north end, he said.
“It’s an exciting opportunity,” Madden 
said. “There’s a demand for the expan-
sion and the improvement (of Jack Trice 
Stadium).”
ISU Athletic Director Jamie Pollard 
said fans shouldn’t expect any renderings 
or further plans until early summer. Iowa 
State will work with HNTB Architecture 
Inc. and Neumann Monson Architects, 
who have also designed renovations to 
Kinnick Stadium and Carver-Hawkeye 
Arena.
“We have a lot of work to do in a very 
short period of time, but it is also very ex-
citing and energizing because we know 
how much this project means to Cyclone 
fans,” Pollard said in an email Thursday.
According to regent documents, in 
asking for approval by the regents to move 
forward with project planning, Iowa State 
said the current estimated cost would not 
exceed $60 million. Nearly half of that has 
been funded by the initial donation, and 
Iowa State said the rest would come from 
private giving and the athletic department.
Documents presented to the regents 
provide more information about Iowa 
State’s plans for the end zone and the over-
all project.
“[The project] would replace and ren-
ovate the existing south end zone seating, 
upgrade the south end zone concourse 
infrastructure, upgrade the stadium south 
video board and sound system compo-
nents and construct additional premium 
seating [club, suite or lounge] and stor-
age,” the document says.
Additionally, the document confirms 
the plan for an upper deck, saying the ad-
dition of an upper-level in the south end 
zone would, “provide an opportunity to 
increase the stadium’s capacity with no-
ticeable aesthetic improvements.”
Madden told the regents the project 
allows for additional club seating, which 
he said there has been a growing demand 
for.
According to the documents, the 
project would also necessitate the recon-
figuration of parking in the area and the 
development of new parking for student 
vehicles. Jack Trice parking lots are cur-
rently already used for student parking 
permits.
With the approval Thursday, The 
Weitz Company, which has provided con-
struction management for past Jack Trice 
improvements, has been selected as the 
construction manager of the project.
Danielle Ferguson contributed to this story.
By Alex.Halsted
@iowastatedaily.com
Regents approve Jack Trice addition
EARN WHERE YOU LEARN!
Senior Advertising Account Executive
Part-Time / Graduate Students / Internship Candidates
When was the last time you were PAID to go to school? 
How would you like to have unlimited earning potential while taking a class?
General Description:
The Senior Advertising Account Executive targets potential advertising clients 
and develops relationships in order to acquire new advertising accounts, as well 
as maintains relationships and favorable contacts with current and potential 
advertising accounts. He/she liaises closely with his/her clients throughout 
ad campaigns, often on a daily basis. He/she manages administrative and ad 
campaign work, ensuring that everything is completed on time, on budget, and 
meets the customers’ expectations.
Responsibilities:
1. Manage a portfolio of accounts to build assigned territory and increase market 
share; Maintain electronic and printed client account records.
2. Achieve sales targets, relying on extensive experience and judgment to plan 
and accomplish goals.
3. Meet and liaise with clients to discuss and identify their advertising 
requirements. 
4. Make “pitches” to try to win new business for the agency.
5. Work with Sales & Marketing Director to devise an advertising campaign that 
meets the client's brief and budget. Become and remain familiar with a variety 
of the fi eld's concepts, practices, and procedures.
6. Present creative work to clients to obtain approval and/or modifi cation.
7. Lead and direct the work of other Advertising Account Executives; Act as a 
mentor and trainer with junior staff members.
8. Brief media, creative, and research staff, and assist with the formulation of 
marketing and ad campaign strategies.
9. Act as the link between the client and agency by maintaining regular contact 
with both, negotiating with clients and agency staff about the details of 
campaigns, and ensuring that communication fl ows effectively.
10. Monitor the effectiveness of campaigns; Deliver and present client reports.
11. Complete administrative work, as required.
Apply at:
http://www.iowastatedaily.com/apply/
Iowa State Daily, 108 Hamilton Hall, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa 50011
Send Inquiries To:
apply@iowastatedaily.com
Skills:
• Excellent spoken and written communication skills
• Strong presentation and negotiation skills
• Confi dence, tact, and a persuasive manner
• Excellent organizational and time management skills
• Excellent “people skills,” for working with a range of colleagues and clients
• Ability to meet deadlines and reach goals
• A professional manner
• Excellent business sense
Amenities
•FREE On-Site Tanning
•24 Hour Fitness Center
•FREE Parking
•Game & Study Rooms
•Resort Style Pool & Hot Tub
•Cyride Stop
•Washer & Dryer in Every Apt.
•Pet Friendly
Convenient By-The-Bedroom Leases
4912 Mortensen Rd, Ames  |  888.819.9392
 www.UniversityPlains.com 
Amenities
AMENITIES
*In Select Units
877-288-5810 | www.SouthDuffApts.com | 416 Billy Sunday Rd. Suite 150, Ames
•Stylish Studio - 5 Bedroom Floor Plans
•Convenient By the Bed Leases
•Free On-Site Tanning
•24 Hour Fitness Center
•Lounge & Study Rooms
•Garages Available
•Private Washer & Dryer
•Hardwood Floors and Fireplace*
•Private Balconies and Patios*
•Pet Friendly
515.294.4123      www.iowastatedaily.com/classifieds	 	 	 	 																																classified@iowastatedaily.com
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The Iowa State softball team 
opens up its season this week-
end in Ames for the Cyclone 
Invitational. The Invitational will 
be played under the dome of the 
Bergstrom Football Complex on 
Saturday and Sunday.
Iowa State starts the season 
facing off two familiar teams from 
last season’s Cyclone Invitational. 
The Cyclones will face Indiana 
State at noon and South Dakota 
State at 2:30 p.m. Saturday in the 
first of two doubleheaders of the 
weekend.
ISU coach Stacy 
Gemeinhardt-Cesler has high 
expectations for her team this 
weekend and heading into the 
season.
“It’s important for us to 
come out and take care of the ball 
and for our pitchers to keep the 
ball down,” Gemeinhardt-Cesler 
said. “I also expect an explosive 
offense for us this season.”
Heading into the Invitational, 
the Cyclones will try to take ad-
vantage of being home to start off 
the season. The next time Iowa 
State is home for a game after the 
Invitational is late in March.
“This is a really good oppor-
tunity for us to come out hot into 
the season,” said second base-
man Sara Davison. “We can gain 
some momentum heading into 
the next month on the road.”
Iowa State has been prac-
ticing in the Bergstrom Football 
Complex in anticipation for the 
Cyclone Invitational.
“This field definitely plays a 
little bit different,” Davison said. 
“I feel like we are more comfort-
able with the rules, and how the 
turf and ceiling come into play. ”
Regardless of whether or not 
home field advantage is going to 
play a factor, the Cyclones will 
have their work cut out for them 
this weekend.
“I expect Indiana State and 
South Dakota State both to be 
pretty scrappy,” Gemeinhardt-
Cesler said. “Both teams like to 
run a lot and use short game. 
They are both teams that can 
capitalize on mistakes that you 
make.”
Iowa State has a large num-
ber of last year’s roster return-
ing, as well as the addition of five 
freshmen and transfer players. 
The most evident change the 
team will notice this season is the 
pitching staff with the addition 
of freshman Katie Johnson and 
transfers Stacy Roggentien and 
Paris Imholz.
“Pitching is always the issue 
in softball,” Gemeinhardt-Cesler 
said. “I think once we have every-
one healthy, they will be a really 
good compliment to each other.”
Johnson, who has been 
tabbed as the starter for Iowa 
State this weekend, is holding 
the Cyclones and herself to a 
high standard for the start of the 
season.
“I hold high expectations 
for myself and I know our whole 
team does as well,” Johnson said. 
“We just need to come out strong 
from the first pitch until the very 
last.”
The UNI wrestling 
team has been making 
waves in the wrestling 
world recently.
The No. 5 Panthers are 
a perfect 9-0 on the year, 
and have several top ranked 
wrestlers. On Saturday, 
that’s exactly where the ISU 
wrestling team is headed.
“They have had a 
strong performance up to 
this point in the year,” said 
ISU coach Kevin Jackson. 
“We performed really well 
against them last year, and 
our guys kind of celebrated 
on them a little bit. They’re 
looking for a little revenge, 
but our focus is to just go 
out there and wrestle. If we 
go out and compete, we’ll 
be fine.”
The meet Feb. 8 will 
be held in UNI’s West Gym, 
which holds nearly 2,100 
fans. The venue is a smaller, 
more compact gym than 
most, and has been known 
to get loud fast.
With projections of a 
sold-out crowd for the up-
coming dual, the Cyclones 
know that they will need to 
stay focused.
“It can’t be worse than 
Carver,” said Kyven Gadson 
on UNI’s West Gym. 
“They’re going to come out 
tough and looking to fight. 
We just have to match their 
toughness, wrestle for the 
full seven minutes, and not 
let the environment get to 
us.”
The No. 17 Cyclones 
(8-3, 1-2 Big 12) have been 
looking forward to this 
meet for a long time. For 
one wrestler in particular, 
however, this meet means a 
lot more than a usual dual.
Gadson, the ISU All-
American who is from 
the neighboring town of 
Waterloo, will be wrestling 
in front of what he consid-
ers his hometown.
“I’m going to be back 
home in the Cedar Valley, 
right down the street from 
my house,” Gadson said. 
“I just want to go put on a 
show for the people who 
have been there for me 
since high school and what 
not. It’ll be nice to be home 
and wrestle in front of peo-
ple I have before, and just 
have some fun.”
Gadson will head to 
the mat Saturday looking 
to keep his dual win streak 
alive. He currently has won 
25 in a row, and Jackson 
doesn’t see the trend stop-
ping anytime soon.
“He’s got a match this 
weekend in a hostile en-
vironment, but a match 
that he is supposed to 
win,” Jackson said. “He’s 
going to be challenged in 
this situation, and also 
against Minnesota and the 
National Dual. It’s some-
thing that he probably 
doesn’t think much about, 
but it’s something nice to 
have.”
The Cyclones have 
not lost to the Panthers 
since 2004, and won last 
year’s dual 23-12 at Hilton 
Coliseum.
With Northern Iowa’s 
perfect record this season, 
many wrestling fans are 
looking at Iowa State as a 
pretty big underdog this 
time around. Instead of fo-
cusing on that, Iowa State 
is trying to ignore the hype 
and just focus on what they 
need to do to win.
“I feel no reason to not 
go out and wrestle the best 
we’ve wrestled all year,” 
said Tanner Weatherman. 
“I think this is a team we 
match up well with, and 
even though we’re under-
dogs, I don’t feel like we are 
as a team. Sooner or later 
we’re going to have to wres-
tle a good dual, and I see no 
reason why it couldn’t be 
this week.”
By Ben.Paulus
@iowastatedaily.com
ISU softball plans to take advantage of home season opener
Brian Achenbach/Iowa State Daily
Wrestling head coach Kevin Jackson argues with the referee over points during Iowa State’s 
dual against Oklahoma on Jan. 12 at Hilton Coliseum. The Cyclones lost to the Sooners 27-11.
By Ryan.Young
@iowastatedaily.com
Cyclone wrestling set to face undefeated Panthers
 ■ Who: No. 17 Iowa State vs. 
No. 5 UNI
 ■ When: 5 p.m. Saturday
 ■ Where: West Gym, Cedar Falls
 ■ TV: KCRG 9.2
 ■ Can’t make it to the meet? 
Follow @RyanYoung44 for 
updates throughout the 
competition.
The Matchup
YOU do the living
leave the rest to us
• Full time professional management staff
• Free HEAT, TV, & INTERNET SERVICE
• 1,100+ apartments
• Free online payment service
• Most properties “owner” managed
• Numerous Ames locations
515.233.4440     •    www.hunziker.com
HUD 
Publisher’s 
Notice
All real estate advertising in this 
newspaper is subject to the  
Federal Fair Housing Act of 1968 as 
amended which makes it illegal to 
advertise “any preference,  
limitation or discrimination based on 
race, color, religion, sex,  
handicap, family status or  
national origin, or an  
intention to make any such  
preference, limitation or  
discrimination.”
This newspaper will not knowingly 
accept any advertisement for real 
estate which is a violation of the law. 
Our readers are hereby informed 
that all dwellings  
advertised in this newspaper are 
available on an equal opportunity 
basis.  To complain of  
discrimination, call HUD toll free at 
1-800-424-8590.
515-232-4765
www.rentshriver.com
Reserve your 
3  bedroom 
apartment in our 
new building at 
South Meadow 
NOW!
LEASE TODAY FOR FALL 2014
ISUCAMPUSTOWN.COM | 515.598.9000
outdoor swimming pool + oversized hot tub + two-story fitness center + sauna + free tanning
THE RESORT AT CAMPUSTOWN
Jackson Cleaning Service
Call us at 231-3649
•Residential Cleaning
•Getting Your Home
Ready For the Market
•Windows
•Deep Cleaning
•Sorority
& Fraternity
References • Insured & Bonded • 27 Years Experience • Gift Cards Available
• RENTALS: Guaranteed Your Deposit Back!
Des Moines Better 
Business Bureau
at 515-243-8137
The
Recommends
ALL ITS READERS
Closely examine any 
offer of a 
job opportunity or 
service that sounds too 
good to be true; 
chances are it is.
Before investing any money, 
please contact the
515.294.4123      www.iowastatedaily.com/classifieds	 	 	 	 		classified@iowastatedaily.com
Today’s Birthday 
(2/7/14) 
Planning really works this 
year. Capture creative ideas. To 
increase your income, turn up 
the fun while remaining true to 
your dreams. Your enthusiasm’s 
contagious. Domestic 
improvements in springtime 
set the stage for a new romantic 
phase around the eclipse (6/10). 
Apply discipline to health 
practices for rewards that look 
and feel good. 
To get the advantage, check the 
day’s rating: 10 is the easiest day, 
0 the most challenging.
Aries 
(March 21-April 19) 
 Today is a 9 -- You’ll concentrate 
well today and tomorrow. 
Schedule carefully. Run options 
past your own personal set of 
rules. There’s an unexpected 
bonus. You perceive the answer, 
see what the real costs are. 
Taurus 
(April 20-May 20)
Today is a 9 -- Proceed with 
caution. Wait for later to make 
a deal. Good scheduling leads 
to more fun. Make money 
and don’t spend it today and 
tomorrow. Keep your head 
down and chip away. Work out a 
creative compromise.
Gemini 
(May 21-June 20) 
Today is a 6 -- Save up your 
money for a bigger item. There 
may be less than you thought. 
Today and tomorrow call for high 
energy. You’re gaining a distinct 
advantage. Find what you 
need far away. Use your power 
responsibly.
Cancer 
(June 21-July 22)
 Today is a 7 -- Maintain 
your independence. Talk 
in generalities at first. Slow 
down and consider options. 
Contemplate the developing 
situation. Listen to someone 
who disagrees with you. 
Leo
(July 23-Aug. 22)
 Today is a 7 -- Don’t get 
intimidated. Schedule meetings 
for today and tomorrow. You 
could organize a team to help 
you do it all. Anticipate a little 
resistance, and sweeten the pot. 
Virgo 
(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Today is an 8 -- Take on new 
responsibilities today and 
tomorrow. Private action gets 
more accomplished than public. 
Stand outside a controversy as 
much as possible. Practice makes 
perfect in the coming phase. 
Libra 
(Sept. 23-Oct. 22) 
Today is a 7 -- Don’t react 
without thinking. Put in the 
research today and tomorrow. 
Plan your next vacation. A 
conflict or disagreement could 
put a kink in things. Hold 
out for what you really want 
(respectfully). 
Scorpio 
(Oct. 23-Nov. 21) 
Today is an 8 -- Pesky 
regulations interfere with the 
plan. For the next two days, 
study money. Prepare for the 
negotiation phase. Count 
the money, and consider the 
consequences. Arrange for 
priorities. 
Sagittarius 
(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
 Today is a 9 -- An older person 
provides support. You have 
something they can use, too. 
Share resources to mutual 
benefit. You’ll have more help 
today and tomorrow. You don’t 
have to save everything you 
get. Spend time with someone 
attractive.
Capricorn 
(Dec. 22-Jan. 19) 
 Today is a 7 -- The next two days 
hold high-powered action. Work 
out details. Make do with what 
you have. A controversy could 
erupt when someone disagrees 
with the direction. Don’t get 
cocky. Money’s still tight. Quiet 
productivity shreds your inbox.
Aquarius 
(Jan. 20-Feb. 18) 
 Today is a 6 -- Today and 
tomorrow overflow with 
creativity and passion. Use 
existing materials. Stay on top 
of the supply chain. Get into a 
luxuriously lovely phase. Review, 
revise and reform. Tweak away. 
You’re getting into a cuddly 
mood.
Pisces 
(Feb. 19-March 20)
Today is a 7 -- An old enemy 
changes tunes. You’re good at 
solving problems, too. Focus on 
home today and tomorrow. Find 
out what’s needed at home and 
build it. Save time to play with 
family and friends.
1 __-de-sac
4 Consumes
11 Privately keep in 
the email loop, briefly
14 New START signa-
tory
15 Unexpected result
16 Bit of cybermirth
17 Upper-bod muscle
18 With great energy, 
in music
19 Gp. that declared 
obesity a disease
20 Natives who met 
Lewis and Clark near 
modern-day Council 
Bluffs
22 Scent
23 Puts one’s feet up
25 Go the distance
26 Desire
27 Stopper, with “the”
28 Pretended to be
30 Bow tie preference
31 Likely to tax one’s 
budget
32 Corrida cry
33 Greenskeeper’s 
supply
34 Topographic fea-
ture represented in 
this puzzle’s circles
39 Inflate
42 Hyde’s birthplace?
43 Less furnished
47 Not good for a pro, 
usually
50 Traditional process 
for hammock making
52 “The Canterbury 
Tales” inn
53 Geometric fig.
54 Moderate pace
55 Dimwit
56 Small opening
57 Exobiologist’s org.
58 Voice actor 
Castellaneta of “The 
Simpsons”
59 Foolishness
62 Cotton __
63 Storied vessel
64 Cheyenne allies
65 “Middle of 
Nowhere” director 
DuVernay
66 Ed.’s pile
67 First, second or 
third person?
68 Pinch for Pépin
1 Domelike structures
2 Be diplomatic
3 1920s tennis great 
René
4 “__ tree falls ...”
5 Noritake headquar-
ters city
6 Moves smoothly
7 John of pop
8 Hang-glide, say
9 Word of disdain
10 Impassive
11 Displays publicly
12 Opens one’s eyes
13 Butted heads
21 Direct
24 First Japanese 
prime minister born 
after WWII
27 “The Goldfish” 
painter
29 Print resolution 
letters
30 Clerical wear
32 Moon, e.g.
35 “The Impaler” who 
inspired Dracula
36 “Who hath a story 
ready for your __”: 
Shak.
37 2014 Olympics 
airer
38 Moves quickly
39 1945 Big Three city
40 Online game icons
41 Proves fallacious
44 Xenon, for one
45 Soul-stirring
46 __ scan: ID 
method
48 Knock
49 Assembly-ready
50 Sister of Moses 
and Aaron
51 Big name in soul
53 Two-door vehicle
56 School gps.
60 __ Pacis: altar of 
Peace
61 Thither
Crossword
Across
Down
Sudoku by  the Mepham Group
Complete the grid so each row, column and 3-by-3 box (in bold 
borders) contains every digit, 1 to 9. For strategies on how to 
solve Sudoku, visit www.sudoku.org.uk
LEVEL: 1 2 3 4
Horoscope by  Linda Black
Daily Fun & Games
Puzzle answers available online at: www.iowastatedaily.com/puzzles
Help Wanted Dublin Bay hiring kitchen 
help. Apply in person at 320 S. 16th 
Street. South of Kmart.
Modeling & Acting Instructors Wanted! 
Barbizon Modeling is seeking current 
or former models, actors and/or make-
up artistry professionals to teach week-
ends!  Call Kim Flores at 813.286.9999.  
Email kimflores@barbizonusa.com
YSS seeks Grant Writer-FT. See yss.
org for details. YSS hires tobacco-free 
employees only.
House for rent; 7 bedroom, 2 bat, 2 
kitchens. 3 blocks from campus. Free 
Parking. Call 515-419-2808.
Available Aug. 1, 2014. 3 bdrm houses, 
2 baths, W/D, DW, NO PETS, NO SMOK-
ING, $925 - $1150, 515-290-9999 or 
jobaumann@me.com.
FOR RENT
FOR RENT FOR RENT
FOR RENT
FOR RENT
FOR RENT FOR RENT
FOR RENT
FOR RENT FOR RENT
IOWA STATE DAILY BUSINESS DIRECTORY HELP WANTED
ANNOUNCEMENTS ANNOUNCEMENTS
for a place to live?
Looking
(Check out the Iowa State Daily for 
latest openings in Ames.)
or online at www.iowastatedaily.com
Call 294-4123 Today!
or iowastatedaily.com
Put an ad in our
Classifieds & GET RESULTS!
NEED TO 
SUBLEASE 
YOUR PLACE?
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